Aims. We study the formation of substellar objects (exoplanets and brown dwarfs) as companions to young nearby stars. Methods. With high contrast AO imaging obtained with NACO at ESO's VLT we search for faint companion-candidates around our targets, whose companionship can be confirmed with astrometry.
Introduction
Since several years we perform a high contrast imaging search for substellar companions of young nearby stars using the adaptive optics and infrared imager NACO, which is installed on the Nasmyth-platform of UT4 (Yepun) at ESO's Paranal Observatory, in Chile. We observed PZ Tel (HD 174429, HIP 92680), which is a solar analog pre-main sequence star of spectral type K0Vp, at a distance of 49.7 ± 2.9 pc (Perryman et al. 1997) ; PZ Tel has a mass of 1.02±0.04 M (see Allende Prieto & Lambert 1999) and Randich et al. (1993) first reported about the fast rotational velocity (vsin(i) = 70 km/s), and the Lithium abundance (N(Li) = 3.9) of this star, both important youth indicators. These results were then confirmed later on by others (see e.g. Soderblom et al. 1998; Rocha-Pinto et al. 2002; Barnes et al. 2000) . Due to its space motion ([U, V, W] = [−10.6, −15.4, −7 .9] km/s) together with its other youth indicators, Zuckerman et al. (2001) and Torres et al. (2006) proposed that PZ Tel is a member of the β Pic moving group, with an age of 12 +8 −4 Myr. Tetzlaff et al. (2010) determined the age of PZ Tel by comparing its luminosity and temperature to several theoretical model isochrones yielding an age of 12.8 ± 2.2 Myr, consistent with the general age estimate for the β Pic moving group. Rebull et al. (2008) reported about the detection of excess emission in the spectral energy distribution of PZ Tel at 70 µm with MIPS/Spitzer. These observations indicate that the star is surrounded by a cold (∼ 40 K) low-mass dust disk with a total mass 
Observations: Astrometry and Photometry
We have imaged PZ Tel the first time in September 2009 with NACO's S13 optics in the K s -band. The imaging-setup of all observations is listed in Tab.1. Due to the brightness of PZ Tel (K s ∼ 6.4 mag), we always used the shortest possible detector integration time (DIT = 0.347 s) to limit saturation only on the central few pixels of the point spread function (PSF) of the bright star, and 122 such integrations were then averaged to one image. In order to subtract the bright sky background in the K s -band, the telescope position was then moved between the individual images, and 42 images were taken in total, within a jitter-box with a width of 7 arcsec. Internal lamp flats, as well as skyflats were used to calibrate the individual pixel sensitivity of NACO's infrared detector. The background estimation and subtraction, as well as the flat-fielding of all images, was then achieved with the ESO package ECLIPSE 2 (Devillard 2001) , which finally also combined all images, using a shift+add procedure. The fully reduced NACO image, taken in September 2009, is shown in Fig. 1 In our deep NACO observation beside the bright central star PZ Tel we detected a faint (∆K s > 5 mag) companion-candidate, which is located only ∼ 0.3 arcsec north-east of the star. In order to test whether this object is a real companion of the star or only a background source, which is just randomly located close to but far behind PZ Tel, further observing epochs are needed, in which the candidate is imaged together with PZ Tel. Therefore, we searched first in the ESO data archive for additional NACO observations of PZ Tel, and found a data-set in which the candidate is clearly detected. The public archival data were taken in June 2007 with NACO's S27 optics through the K s -band filter in combination with NACO's neutral density filter ND Short (transmission of about 1.4 %).
To determine the accurate astrometry of the candidate relative to PZ Tel, images of astrometric calibrators have to be taken in each observing run. Therefore, in September 2009, we observed the globular cluster 47 Tuc for which precise HST astrometry is available for several of its members. We determined the 2 ESO C Library for an Image Processing Software Environment pixel scale PS and the position angle PA of NACO's S13 optics, which is listed in Tab. 2 together with the astrometric calibration of the archival data, taken from Chauvin et al. (2010) . With the given astrometric calibration we could then determine the relative astrometry of the companion-candidate, i.e. its angular separation (sep) and position angle (PA) to PZ Tel, in all available observing epochs. Due to the small separation of the candidate from the much brighter star, the PSF of PZ Tel was always removed in all images with spatial filtering, to determine the relative astrometry of the candidate. All astrometric measurements are summarized in Tab. 3 and are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The comparison of our NACO data from September 2009 with the archival data from June 2007 already proofs that the detected companion-candidate is clearly not a non-moving background source. The expected separations and position angles for such an object can be derived (see Tab. 3, and Fig. 2 ) from the relative astrometry of the candidate, the given epoch differences, as well as the proper and parallactic motion of PZ Tel, well known from Hipparcos measurements 4 . We find that the position angle of the candidate only slightly decreases between both observing epochs by 1.19 ± 0.62
• (ṖA = −0.5 ± 0.3 • /yr), while a decrease of about 27
• is expected for a non-moving background source. Hence, we can reject the background hypothesis for the detected candidate already from its position angle measurements (on a significance level > 39 σ). While the change in the position angle is relatively small, the separation of the candidate significantly increases between both observing epochs by 82.3 ± 2.9 mas (ṡep = 35.8 ± 1.3 mas/yr). However, even this high relative motion can be explained with orbital motion around PZ Tel (see section 4 for discussion). Therefore, we conclude that the detected candidate is a real companion of PZ Tel, and we will denote it as PZ Tel B, from now on.
In order to follow the orbital motion of PZ Tel B around its primary we observed the PZ Tel system in May 2010 again with NACO in the K s -band. For the astrometric calibration images of the globular cluster 47 Tuc were taken, as well as in each night images of the wide binaries HIP 42758, HIP 45072, HIP 46657, HIP 50602. The instrument is found to be stable within the individual nights in May 2010. In addition, to our K s -band observations we also obtained images in the J-, and H-band to determine the infrared photometry of PZ Tel B. The magnitude difference between PZ Tel B and its primary is measured always after the subtraction of the PSF of the bright star in all NACO images, and is summarized in Tab. 4.
As PZ Tel A is saturated in our deep NACO images, taken in September 2009, only a lower limit for the magnitude-difference The apparent magnitudes of PZ Tel B and its primary can be derived with the obtained magnitude-differences, as well as the accurate photometry of the PZ Tel system (J = 6.856 ± 0.021 mag, H = 6.486 ± 0.049 mag, K s = 6.366 ± 0.024 mag), which is listed in the 2MASS point source catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006) .
Finally, the precise Hipparcos parallax of PZ Tel yields a distance modulus E = 3.480 ± 0.127 mag, which is used to derive the absolute magnitudes of PZ Tel B (M J = 9.05 ± 0.12 mag, M H = 8.52 ± 0.13 mag, and M K s = 8.24 ± 0.10 mag), assuming that the NACO and 2MASS JHK s color systems are identical.
Limits on additional companions
We obtained deep NACO observations of PZ Tel A and its companion in September 2009 in the K s -band. The achieved detection limit of our NACO image with and without PSF subtraction is shown in Fig. 3 together with the expected magnitudes of substellar objects with different masses at an assumed age of 10 Myr, derived with the Baraffe et al. (2003) evolutionary models and the well known distance of the PZ Tel system.
After PSF subtraction, all brown dwarf companions (mass> 12 M Jup ) are detectable in our NACO image beyond 0.23 arcsec (or ∼ 11 AU of projected separation) around PZ Tel A up to about 7.7 arcsec (∼ 380 AU) at the outer edge of the field of view, fully covered by NACO's S13 optics (jitter-width taken into account). In the background noise limited region, beyond a separation of about 1.75 arcsec (∼ 87 AU), a sensitivity of K s = 19.6 mag is reached in average, which allows the detection of planetary mass objects down to a mass of about 2 M Jup around PZ Tel A.
Beside PZ Tel B, one further very faint (∆K s > 10.2 mag) companion-candidate is detected in our deep NACO image at sep = 3.818 ± 0.006 arcsec, and PA = 166.21 ± 0.11
• . This candidate was already detected by Chauvin et al. (2010) , who proposed that it is most probably a background source (Epoch: 13/06/2007, sep = 4.008 ± 0.008 arcsec, PA = 166.3 ± 0.2
• , ∆K s = 10.7 ± 0.1 mag). In the case that this object is a nonmoving background object, we expect to find it at sep = 3.824 ± 0.009 arcsec, and PA = 165.80 ± 0.21
• in September 2009. Our NACO astrometry of the candidate agrees well with the predicted values, hence this source is a slowly moving object, clearly not related with the PZ Tel system. Hence, on basis of the achieved detection limit, we can conclude that there is no further companion of PZ Tel A within a separation of 7.7 arcsec (∼ 380 AU) around the star. However, we cannot exclude additional very close companions. Malaroda et al. (2000) list multiepoch radial-velocity data of PZ Tel with a scatter of 4.4 km/s, which could possibly be induced by such a close companion or by the spots on the stellar surface (Barnes et al. 2000) .
Orbital motion
Within all observing epochs, from June 2007 to May 2010, the separation and position angle of the PZ Tel B change both linearly over time with slopes ofṡep = 34.7 ± 1.0 mas/yr andṖA = −0.41 ± 0.08 • /yr. As PZ Tel B is located at an angular separation of ∼ 0.3 arcsec in average, which corresponds to a projected separation of about 15 AU at the distance of PZ Tel, the expected escape velocity is ∼ 46 mas/yr, i.e. 1.3 times larger than the measured motion of the companion relative to its primary. Hence, the high relative motion of PZ Tel B (detected on a significance level > 37 σ) is consistent with orbital motion of the companion around PZ Tel A. Between June 2007 and September 2009 the separation and the position angle of PZ Tel B change with slopes ofṖA = −0.5 ± 0.3
• /yr andṡep = 35.8 ± 1.3 mas/yr (see also section 2), while we measure slopes ofṡep = 30.9 ± 2.3 mas/yr andṖA = −0.2 ± 0.4
• /yr between September 2009 and May 2010, i.e. smaller absolute values of both velocities in the second time interval. The relative motion of the companion slightly slows down (detected on a ∼ 2 σ significance level), while its separation to its primary increases, consistent with orbital motion. Due to the slow variation in PA compared with that of sep the system is likely to be seen nearly edge-on. Masciadri et al. (2005) who also took deep K sband images of the star, but could not detect its companion.
Conclusions
According to the evolutionary models for low-mass objects from Chabrier et al. (2000) , Baraffe et al. (2002) The model predicted color J − K s for such a brown dwarf companion is J − K s = 0.78 ± 0.03 mag (CIT−2MASS color transformation applied, Carpenter 2001), which agrees well with the color of PZ Tel B, derived from our NACO photometry J − K s = 0.80±0.12 mag. According to the used models the effective temperature of PZ Tel B should range between 2500 and 2700 K, which corresponds to a spectral type M6-8 (Golimowski et al. 2004) .
With only about 15 AU of projected separation PZ Tel B is the second closest substellar companion imaged directly around a young star after β Pic b , i.e. much closer than e.g. the substellar companions of GQ Lup (Neuhäuser et al. 2005) , CT Cha (Schmidt et al. 2008) , or HR 7329 (Lowrance et al. 2000; Guenther et al. 2001) . With β Pic (Smith & Terrile 1984) and HR 7329 (Smith et al. 2009 ), PZ Tel is the youngest star with both a substellar companion and a debris disk, which are all members of the β Pic moving group, which shows a high rate of stars with both debris disks and substellar companions. PZ Tel B is the first substellar companion imaged directly, where orbital motion is detected (as deceleration).
